LIFE SCIENCES SOLUTION

Appian SiteConnect
Accelerator for
Clinical Trial
Management

C

linical trials are expensive.
With the constraints of quality
and compliance, the only way
to reduce costs is to make trial
operations more efficient. Clinical
operations personnel routinely face
multiple challenges during a study,
such as:
• Identifying appropriate
physicians and facilities for
sites
• Getting sites ready to begin
enrolling subjects
• Processing site payments
• Investigating issues with site
payments
• Tracking expired site documents
• Monitoring site performance
and compliance
• Making sure sites address
protocol deviations and action
items
Our SiteConnect accelerator,
built on Appian, can address
these challenges by automating
and optimizing workflows for
maximum operational efficiency and
outstanding customer experience.
It provides study sponsors and
contract research organizations

(CROs) to securely exchange
information, documents, queries,
and supplies with their clinical sites.
The result? Reduced confusion and
errors, improved relationships with
investigators and site personnel,
and a drastic decrease in clinical
trial overhead costs. Because of
Appian’s flexibility and ease of use,
it can support the complete product
development and commercialization
lifecycle, including all touchpoints
with external stakeholders, such as
clinical site personnel.

APPIAN SITECONNECT
FEATURES

Our fit-for-solution Appian
SiteConnect helps you use strategy,
technology, and design to reduce
clinical trial costs while improving
quality and compliance.
• Provides seamless integration
with public-facing websites and
internal business systems
• Is mobile enabled for iOS and
Android devices
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Control access to data via
field-level and user group-level
security, and full audit capability
Displays relevant read-only data
from integrated systems
Captures data updates from
site personnel and enables the
upload and transmission of
documents
Supports digital signature
approvals; sends automatic
notifications even on mobile
devices
Enables claims management
with automation of site
payment inquiries and
investigations
Provides dashboards and
reports on key metrics

Our SiteConnect accelerator is
listed on Appian’s App Market and
can be fully customized to meet
your needs.

THE APPIAN
ADVANTAGE

As the market leader in business
process management (BPM)
software, Appian delivers an
enterprise application platform
that unites users with their data,
processes, and collaborations – in
one environment, on any mobile
device, through a modern social
interface. On-premises and in
the cloud, Appian is the fastest
way to deliver innovative
business applications. You can
use Appian SiteConnect to build
distinctive applications with little
or no code through a drag-anddrop user interface.

The Appian platform unifies data
from various systems to deliver an
exceptional user experience that is
available on all devices without any
additional configuration. This enables
standardized policies and procedures,
360° data visibility, and insights to
drive decision making.
• Leading solution in Gartner’s
BPM magic quadrant
• Single, unified platform for all
application needs
• Quick application development;
no coding experience necessary
• Capable of being validated to
comply with 21 CFR Part 11 and
Annex 11
• Already adopted by several largescale life sciences organizations,
including the FDA

WHY PERFICIENT

We are a leader in the design
and delivery of customized
enterprise technology solutions
and have developed a wide
array of intellectual property
assets. These applications,
utilities, and products enable
our clients to speed time to
delivery and reduce total
cost of ownership. Whether
bundled with our services in
support of a broader initiative
or implemented individually
as a point solution, our
products help the world’s
leading enterprises innovate
more efficiently.

Perficient’s
SiteConnect
accelerator is listed
on Appian’s App
Market and can be
fully customized to
meet your needs.
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